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ABSTRACT 

 
There are thousands of proofs and witnesses for the existence of Allah in this 
vast universe. But these signs are for those who ponder and pay heed to the 
signs of Allah and who believe in them. But some people are blind despite of 
having eyes, some are deaf despite of having ears and some are dumb despite 
of having tongue.They just see what they want to see but they ignore and do 
not see what they should have seen. For them Allah says: 
 
Allah has sealed their hearts and their ears and on their eyes are covers/ 
layers…  
 
The above signs are clear proof of Allah’s existence and power for those who 
possess wisdom. The people who belong to the religions other than Islam, also 
confirm and believe in the Oneness, power and existence of Allah the Almighty 
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Introduction 
Majority of people related to almost all the religions believe in the 

existence of Allah. But still there are such type of people who do not 
believe in the existence of Allah. They believe that the creation of this 
Universe was just an accident and the system is going on automatically 
due to some actions and reactions etcetera. They do not believe that there 
is some One, Who runs this whole amazing system of the Universe. 

 But there is answer for them in every section of life. 
Philosophers have tried to guide those unbelievers through their 
philosophical and logical way according to their own approach, while the 
religious scholars have argued according to the knowledge of religion and 
on the other hand the scientists have given strong arguments to make 
people believe in the Power, Oneness and the Existence of Allah. Even 
some non-Muslim scientists believe that the Holy Quran is the book of 
Allah, Muhammad s.a.w is the messenger of Allah, and Allah the Almighty 
is the Creator of this Universe and He is the Only One Who runs the 
system of the universe. 

 Hindus believe in the existence of Allah but they make 
partners and assistants with Him. Christians believe in the existence of 
Allah but they believe that Hazrat Esa a.s was the son of Allah and Jews 
also believe in the existence of Allah but they say that Hazrat Uzair a.s was 
the son of Allah. While Muslims strongly believe in the Existence of Allah, 
His Powers and Authority and Oneness. They reject the concept of 
progeny, parents or the partners of Allah at any level. 

 We are here supposed to discuss the existence of Allah but 
His attributes of Oneness and Omnipotence cannot be excluded 
completely. So we need to give touch of Allah’s Oneness and Power 
where ever necessary. 

Confirmation of a European Physicist 
The page from the diary of Allama Inyatullah Khan al-Mashriqi, a 

popular Pakistani mathematician unveils a conversation between him and 
Sir James Jeans, an English pioneer scientist of the Atom Physics and an 
astronomer who is famous in the West as “Einstein the II”. 

Al-Mashriqi says: 
“When I was in the United States for educational purpose, I used 

to meet with Sir Jeansfrequently. Once he invited me for a dinner and the 
following conversation was hold between us.” 

- Al-Mashriqi: Mr. Jeans! I have observed that unlike other 
scientists you are very religious man. Mostly the more people do research 
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in science; the more they go away from the religion. But you are very 
punctual to attend Church. What do you say about it? 

- Jeans: As a Physicist, I analyze the physical structure of 
the Universe,Where I see a wonderful art exhibition. This great Sun, Stars 
and Planets etc. are just a few items of that exhibition. As I looked out in 
the cosmos, the more I examined the vast expanses of space and the 
tremendous complexity of these things, the more the universe seemed to 
be one gigantic thought of a pure mathematician. God must be that best 
expert. 

- Al-Mashriqi says, I sat down besides Mr. Jeans and he 
continued explaining how earth was created and was made very suitable 
for living on it for all the creatures.While he was devotedly explaining 
wonderful administration of Allah throughout the universe. He stated 
about the galaxies, and how they are kept under the control of Allah in 
this very vast universe. He took my attention to the signs of Allah in the 
heavens and in our bodies as it is mentioned in the verse no 53 of Surah 
al-Fussilat. “Soon We shall show them our signs in the furthest horizons, and in their 
own bodies, until it becomes manifest to them that this (Allah’s Oneness and 
Greatness) is truth.” He explained each and everything very enthusiastically 
and at one place he said: 

I wonder, how human learn the science, explore their own body 
under the light of Biology science and search about this great universe and 
as a result become very familiar about perfectly designed nature 
surrounding them and after all how they still don’t believe in God, the 
Almighty! 

- Al-Mashriqi: Sir! In the Quran there is a verse: “Only those 
very great, knowledgeable scholars can be respectful and fearful of Allah enough.” 
(Surah al-Fatir, 28) 

- Jeans: What was it? Wonderful!Extraordinary! It has taken 
me 50 years of continuous study and observation to realize this reality. 
Did Muhammad say that? 

- Al-Mashriqi: No Sir! But he (s.a.w) reported from Allah! 
These are the words of the Holy Quran. 

- Jeans: If so, you can record my testimony that the Quran 
is the Book of God. Muhammad was an uneducated person. He could not 
have expressed this enormously important fact on his own. God must 
have taught it to him. Incredible!i 
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Statements by some physicists who support the existence of 
Allahand acknowledge His attributes. 

Descartes, the French philosopher, said ‘Even though I know I’m 
imperfect, I realize at the same moment that there must be a Perfect Being 
and I feelit necessary to believe Him. This feeling was entrenched in me 
by that Perfect Being which is God.’ 

In his statement he affirms his weakness and confirms his belief in 
the existence and perfection of Allah. He says that these feelings and 
perceptions are a gift from Allah. 

According to me he confirms the innate nature made by Allah, 
which He has made human as referred in Surah al-Room 30:30. 

Isaac Newton, the well-known English physicist, the discoverer 
of the law of gravity said: Don’t doubt the Creator, because it is 
unbelievable that coincidences alone could be the controller of this 
universe.’ 

Herschel, the English astronomer, said: ‘The more we explore the 
universe the more unquestionableevidences we attain for the existence 
ofCeaseless Creator with inestimable power. 

 Herbert Spencer, Devotion to science is a silentreverence. It is 
not a tribute of formality, but a tribute expressed practically. It’s not 
onlyblatanthonor, but anhonor proved by the sacrifice, thought, and 
effort. 

He then continues to give examples to clarifythat what did he 
mean? 

‘A scientist who looks at a drop of water and knows that it is made 
up of oxygen and hydrogen in definitemagnitudes, in such a way that if 
these ratios change, it would become something else other than water. As 
a result he believes in the Power, the Wisdom and great Knowledge of the 
Creator more firmly as compare to an ordinary person who sees it merely 
as a drop of water.In the same way, a scientist who looks at a hailstone 
through a microscope and observes the magnificence of its design and the 
brilliance of its structure, undoubtedly realizes the Greatness of its Creator 
and His Wisdom more assuredlyas compare to one who does not know 
anything about it more than that it is frozen rain. 

The above words of cosmologists in this regard are valuable. We 
have quoted those statements so that our young generation may realize 
that their religion is from Allah the Almighty and that science can only 
reinforce and support their Emaan (faith). Allah, the Glorious, reveals in 
Qur’an-e-Majeed: 
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Soon We will show them our Signs in the (furthest) regions (of the earth), and 
in their own souls, until it becomes manifest to them that this is the Truth. Is it not 
enough that thy Lord doth witness all things? 

A young man returns from abroad with three questions. 

A young man returns from abroad after completing his higher 
studies. He came back with three questions. Most of the knowledgeable 
people were not able to give him a satisfactory answer. He met a religious 
scholar and asked him the questions. 

1. Does Allah exist? If yes, show me His shape. 

2. What is fate (Taqdeer)? 

3.  If Satan is created from fire, how could he be punished  
                         with fire? 

After listening his questions, the scholar slapped him on his face! 
The young man asked him, why are you getting angry? Your anger 

proves that you don’t have answer of my questions. You should have 
answered my questions by knowledge. 

 The scholar said, it was not my anger, but rather was the 
answer of your questions.  

1. Did you feel pain? The young man replied yes. Than the 
scholar said, it means the pain exists. The young man said, off course. The 
scholar said if you believe so, Show me its shape! The young man was 
speechless. The scholar said it was the answer of your first question. 

2. The scholar asked, did you dream last night that I will slap 
you in public? The young man replied no. the scholar asked did you even 
think about this before getting slapped. He replied no. than the scholar 
said, it was the answer of your second question, and it is called Fate 
(Taqdeer). 

3. Now the scholar asked him, you are made up of flash/clay 
and my hand was also made up of flash/clay, than why did you feel pain? 
How did you get punished? The young man was speechless again. The 
scholar said this was the answer of your third question. The same way 
Satan will feel the torment of fire even though he is made up of fire. 
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The amazing universe calls us to believe in the 
Existence and Power of Allah. 
Thiswonderfulcosmos having a symphonicmandate, extra ordinary 

balance, perfectintellectual design and orderlyplanning. The rotation of the 
Sun, Moon and other heavenly bodies within their particular orbits,  
coherence of seven skies one above another without any defect and 
imperfection is just a little example for it. Thus every design points to its 
designer, everything must have its producer and as we know that every 
letter must have been written by someone.  

Why can’t Human Eyes see Allah? 
The human eye can see the visible light (Spectrum). It is the 

portion of the electromagnetic spectrumwhich is detectable to human 
eye. 

 A usual human eye responds to wavelengths from about 
380-750 nanometres (nm). 

As aproduct of this, human eyes cannot detect the things having 
wavelength shorter than 380nm or longer than 750nm. 

 So, it is a clear answer to the question frequently asked 
now a days by some ignorant and ill-educated people that If Allah exists 
than why can’t we see Him? 

If we are not able to see all the creatures of Allah, such as Gama 
Rays, X-Rays, Ultraviolet Rays, Infrared Rays, Television, Radio and FM 
waves or many gasses present in the environment in our surroundings, 
how can we see the Creator of them? We have a limited capacity of seeing 
the things we need to see in this world.  

Another Mercy of Allah on us by making our sense of 
hearing limited. 

 The sense of hearing is also limited like all other senses. 

 So, we can’t hear too low or too loud sounds. 
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 The Earth rotates on its axis at about 1000 miles/hour i.e. 

1600km/hour, and  

 It moves around the Sun at about 67000 miles/hour i.e. 

107200 km/hour! 

 Hence, the Earth produces a very high pitched voice or 

sound in every second. 

Thanks Allah, for creating our senses that much limited. 

If we had the capacity of hearing every sound that vibrates too 

slow or too large, we would not have been able to have rest at all, or able 

to talk to each other even. 

Cosmic Web, another proof of Allah’s Existence and Power. 

Astrophysics unveils: 

 After the Big Bang there were density fluctuationsCalled 

Ripples which seeded the development of large structure as the clusters of 

our universe are arranged into filaments of clusters and super clusters 

intertwined into the celestialnetting. 

In Quran: ءِ ذَاتِ الْحُبكُِ ۗ  وَالسَّمَا  

 (By the sky with (its) HUBUK numerous tracks). 

 Quran mentions that sky has "HUBUK" which has several 

meanings all of them describe the facts cited above. 

 a- Hubuk are the fibres when they are 

intertwinedresolutely in a cloth (web).    

 b- Hubuk is that we see on the surface of the sand by the 

effect of slow wind, which we delineate as wave marks. 

 c- Hubuk are the surface features in water due to passing 

of soft air through it. 

 d- Hubuk are the breaking (rippling) everything even the 

rough hair. 

 e- Architecture with stars, the galaxy and paths of stars. 

Honey kills Bacteria that resists antibiotics. 

A scientific study assures that Allah (s.w.t) provided honey with 

natural antibiotics that kills harmfulbacteria. 
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A new scientific study has shown that honey has distinctfeatures 

that support to guard against microorganisms. Honey also has high 

proficiency to fightmicrobes that grew their immune systems against high 

qualitydrugs even. 

Honey, in the old and recentages, has frequently been used as a 

natural remedy for many diseases. This new learning might be a new turn 

to use honey for health purposes. 

As per the research work done in the Sidney University in 

Australia, Dekarter, a science teacher in the natural and bacteriological 

science says that their study has proved that honey can 

substituteseveralantibiotics being used for the cure ofwounds such as gels, 

lotions and various creams. She furthersays, most of the germstriggering 

infections at least overcome to one sort of antibiotic.It means it is hard to 

fight the bacteria, because we need to recognize first the type of antibiotic 

which they can’t fight by choosing from among the variety of antibiotics 

or sometimes we need to make some newer generation antibiotics. But the 

honey fight all sort of bacteria and has the capability to coupe with 

according to the enemy’s strength and tactics.  

 Honey is a complexcomposite which consists of Eight Hundred 

molecules.  This difficultylevel makes it hard for scientists to fully 

understand itssystem of resisting and destroying the microorganisms. 

Dekarter says: "We have not yet found the techniquewhich honey 

uses to coupe the bacteria but most likely there is the molecule 

"Methylglyoxal",available in honey, whichcounters with other molecules 

not been discovered yet. Honey has the capability to prevent bacteria from 

increasing and producing new generations which can be able to resist to 

antibiotics." 

According to the research of Doctor Rose Koper, from Wells 

University, in her book "Honey facing cuts" she declares that, high sugar 

level, low water level, and low acidity are some of those factors which 

bless honey with high cure capability. 

Honey is a healing for people: 

Rasulullah (s.a.w) said:'Honey is a cure for every ailment and the Qur'an is 

a therapy for all illness of the soul, so I advise you both remedies, the Qur'an and 

honey.' 
 

(Sahih Bukhari) 
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These new explorations discovered by researchers whichsurprise 

them are mentioned by Allah in Holy Quran 1400 years ago in a chapter 

named "An-Nahl" which mean Honey Bees. 'And your Lord guided the bee to 

make its hives in hills, on trees and in (men's) habitations..... there comes from within 

their bellies a liquid of different colours, which is cure for mankind. Surely in this is a 

Sign for those who ponder'. 
 (Surah An-Nahl:68-69). 

Honey is useful for treating burns, cuts, pyorrhea,cold and virus 

infections and it is good for skin. So, we must have honey and use it both 

as food and medicine; particularly for children! 

 
. 
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